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Arabs seem to have limited their own tourism
and investments related to it by calling their
touristic attractions ‘summer resorts’ and lim-

ited their usage to only two months (July and
August) instead of all year long as Cyprus does, for
instance. Has any of us heard about describing
resorts in Cannes in France, in the Italian Riviera or
the Spanish Costa del Sol as ‘summer resorts’? The
mountains in Lebanon and Syria, Egyptian coasts
and resorts in Tunisia, Morocco, Libya and Algeria
therefore have to be promoted all year long as
‘rivers’ of endless infinite resources for the people
that should not be done away with! 

During a meeting with the Palestinian President
Abu Mazen in winter years ago in Ramallah, I told
him that if they opened the West Bank and Gaza for
GCC tourism, they would make billions and solve
the problem of unemployment because they have
four advantages compared to their neighbors. The
first advantage is that, unlike its neighbors,
Ramallah’s markets and restaurants are full of cus-
tomers all year long. The second is that they never
suffer from blackouts. The third is that winter is not
as severe as that of its neighbors and the fourth is
that traffic is more disciplined and almost resem-
bles that in Europe. 

Unfortunately, there are many repeated bad
experiences in this regard at Beirut International
Airport that seems to be governed by a politician
who religiously believes that tourism is a satanic sin
that ought to be avoided, while another believes
that tourism serves the interests of his opponents.
Therefore Rafiq Al-Hariri Airport has turned into the
world’s worst touristic airport starting with deliber-
ate unjustified delays by passport officials to arriv-
ing passengers and ending with unjustified security
problems for departing ones, which makes tourists
swear never to return to Lebanon. Notably, the total
arrival and departure traffic at Beirut airport in a
week is much less than that of Dubai airport in an
hour! 

Finally, electing general Michel Aoun as presi-
dent would mean destroying what is left of tourism
because he believes that it only serves the interests
of Hariri, Jumblatt, Geagea and Gamayel, and thus
he would support the delays and impediments
practiced at Beirut airport and turn it from the
world’s worst airport into the worst ever in history! 

—Translated by Kuwait Times
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Why don’t democracies succeed in Arab countries
the way they do in foreign ones? Well, the
answer is much simpler than the technical analy-

sis politics lovers usually marvel in doing. 
The answer is that our democracies are all imported

and quoted. They are not made according to our needs,
‘sizes’, mentalities or cultures. They seem exactly like a
child wearing his grandfather’s shoes the way most of us
have probably seen when little two-year-olds wear adults’
shoes and try walking in them. 

Arab approaches to democracy are almost the same
like such children trying to walk in shoes that are, at least
ten times larger than their own feet sizes. This is why they
keep stumbling and falling. They may sometimes fall and
hurt their heads in an attempt to blindly imitate adults,
but they are neither able to walk right nor fit the large
adult-sized shoes! 

Our democracy is quoted from the West and that is
why it looks as trivial and empty as an Arabic movie quot-
ed from American ones and usually come out very weak
in scenario and fake performance. 

There are many examples of Arabic movies quoted

from American cinema like “The Emperor” by the late
Egyptian movie star, Ahmed Zaki, which was literally
quoted from Al Pacino’s “Scarface.” You just have to watch
both movies to tell the difference. Another example is
Julia Robert’s “Pretty Woman” which has been quoted in
two Arabic movies. Examples of quoting French,
American and British movies are so endless that my
reviews would fill four newspaper pages. The difference is
huge between the original and the imitated versions
because the original versions became icons in cinema his-
tory while the replicas came out as silly cinematic jokes. 

That is exactly the case with democracy in the Arab
world. It is cloned and rarely fits our social and ideological
‘sizes’. Nevertheless, we insist on practicing it though it
does not fit us, nor are we fit for it. 

We also keep forgetting one important thing:
American democracy is different from the British one
and neither of them resembles the French because the
peoples in all three countries had custom-tailored their
own democracies according to their social and ideologi-
cal ‘sizes’! 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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Flexibility is considered one of the most important
required skills in the 21st century, as the speed of
change in consumption or administration or mar-

keting is what distinguishes this era. The challenge is no
longer who knows more or who has more experience,
but who is ready to give up what he learned and adapt
himself with the changing situations.

The flexible person is one who is ready to move out
of his comfort zone, and looks for any challenge from a
new angle or different angles. The flexible person is
proud of what he has, but at the same time, wishes to
try new means other than what he got used to for many
years, without any reservations towards repercussions,
because should he fail, at least he succeeded in know-
ing an inefficient way of doing things, so he tries again
another way and this is how he learns and develops.

The flexible person does not think in the mentality
that I have been right all the time because this “right”
mentality closes choices and alternatives in front of
him, and ends any improvement prospect. The flexible
person has a stand and an opinion, but he is open to
the possibility that new things come up and requires

him to update his opinion. The flexible person is excit-
ing and mysterious for others in an attractive way,
because he is creative, and no one can predict how he
will behave, because his behaviors belong to the new
situation, not to the old habit. Finally, the flexible per-
son respects experience without a doubt, but also wel-
comes adventure to the point of risk, as long as the
new experience makes him wiser and able to deal with
his era.

We inherited in the past professional values that val-
ues terms like “experience,” “seniority” and “seasoned”
and these terms were important when the state’s
establishments underwent Kuwaitization, and with
these terms, some practices were instilled and
strengthened like the importance of bureaucracy and
hierarchy as well as the use of many papers and files,
and so on. Those terms and practices strengthened the
value of continuity, the rigid stability, while the schools
and establishments influencing the society celebrated
these values, and continued raising the students and
employed graduates on them.

Yet, many of these terms and practices are no longer
required as in the past, and some of them became a
hindrance to our ability to adapt to the fast, daily
changes, and the challenge is to celebrate other con-
temporary values that welcome the terms and practices
of adventure, adaptation and trial; as well as the
schools, society and family that encourages flexibility
and support it. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times
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Crime
R e p o r t

Fake nurses busted
KUWAIT: Residency Affairs Departments’ detectives arrest-
ed a worker and three maids who changed jobs and
worked as nurses though they were not qualified. The
arrest was made after an agreement with an undercover
agent and they were handed to concerned authorities.

Drunk arrested

Ahmadi police arrested an intoxicated Arab woman late
at night and charged her with public drunkenness at
Fintas police station. A security source said the woman
was spotted and arrested by a police patrol after she
left a building and was seen walking unsteadily. 

Harassed

Police arrested a citizen who disturbed a woman and
harassed her, while she was with her daughter near a
Salmiya café. A security source said the harasser chased the
woman and did not stop harassing her until passersby
caught him and handed him to police.

Drug arrests

Nuwaiseeb customs officers sent two Saudi men to the
Drugs Control General Department (DCGD) for
attempting to smuggle narcotic pills in their luggage.
In another incident, Hawally police arrested an
Egyptian man in possession of pills, suspected to be
narcotics, along with five boxes of unlicensed vitamins.
Twelve telephones were likewise confiscated which
may have been used in promoting his goods. The sus-
pect was arrested when his car was searched and the
drugs and phones were found.

Development plan

Mugged

A Pakistani expat who works as an air-conditioning techni-
cian was beaten by two men who took his money and two
phones before disappearing, according to his statements
to police. Khaitan police are investigating.

Development plan

Development plan
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Forgery

Special task force officers arrested a Bangladeshi fugi-
tive, who is wanted for forging official documents.
Investigations had revealed that the man was ‘a profes-
sional’ in this field.

Domestic altercation

During a talk over a marital dispute, a husband pulled
a gun on his wife’s brother who snatched the gun
from him. Security sources said police received a call
about a fight inside a house in Mubarak Al-Kabeer and
when a patrol went to the area, they found out the
fight was between a bedoon (stateless) woman and
her brother with her husband. The husband was
charged with possession of an unlicensed firearm and
attempted murder.

Attempted escape

A citizen, a Gulf national and a bedoon man were sent to
the public prosecution for attempting to escape from the
holding cell of Adan police station by attempting to break
through the bathroom window.

Two-storey fall

An Asian man was admitted to Jahra intensive care unit
after falling from the second floor of her sponsor’s house. A
case was filed to investigate the circumstances behind the
incident. —Al-Rai, Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-grow-
ing and most developed telecom
operator, announced the opening of
‘The VIVA Coded Academy’, in coop-
eration with ‘Coding Campus’ one of
the most highly renowned coding
schools in the United States. ‘The
VIVA Coded Academy’ will be the first
coding school of its kind in Kuwait
and the entire GCC and will offer
highly rigorous and challenging pro-
grams to students looking to their
software engineering and program-
ming skills (coding).

The aim and mission of ‘The VIVA
Coded Academy’ is to cultivate and
develop the next generation of
world-class programmers in the
region. VIVA’s sponsorship of this pro-
gram stems from its belief in invest-
ing in the intellectual capabilities of
young men and women in Kuwait.
Supporting such initiatives is part of
VIVA’s relentless efforts to empower
youth in Kuwait with the tools they
require to build their dreams. 

The first program to be offered by
‘The VIVA Coded Academy’ will be an
intensive one; it will teach full-stack

web development (the fundamental
skillset for any programmer). The
Academy program aims to turn
beginners with no coding experience
into junior level professional pro-
grammers. The course will be 8
weeks long, and will be from July 26
to September 24 (every weekday
from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm). 

To ensure that students receive a
world-class education, The VIVA
Coded Academy has affiliated itself
with ‘Coding Campus’, one of the
most highly renowned coding

schools in the United States. The cur-
riculum and instructor for The VIVA
Coded Academy’s summer boot-
camp will be provided by Coding
Campus. 

More information on the course
and on ‘The VIVA Coded Academy’ can
be found on www.joincoded.com and
@JoinCoded on Instagram. Any infor-
mation can be found by visiting any of
VIVA’s 69 branches, authorized distrib-
utors, the company’s website at
www.viva.com.kw or contact its 24
hour call center at 102.

VIVA opens ‘Coded Academy’

Jarrah refers absconding

lift requests to 

residency affairs

KUWAIT: Just before departing on a special leave,
the ministry of interior’s assistant undersecretary for
citizenship, passports and residency affairs, Major
General Mazen Al-Jarrah decided referring all com-
plaints filed by expats holding article 18 and 20 resi-
dency visas refuting absconding reports filed against
them to the residency affairs’ central department. In
this regard, security sources said that the depart-
ment has its own rules in discussing and investigat-
ing such complaints and in case the report turns out
to be a vexatious one, the absconding report gets
lifted. —Al-Jarida

New Razi Hospital

ready in September
KUWAIT: The new Razi Hospital will be handed over soon
after completing all required works by concerned parties, an
official source at the health ministry said, adding that the
hospital may be opened officially in September. The source
said that power is being connected to the building that cov-
ers an area of 28,000 sq m in Sabah Medical Zone in close
proximity to the old Razi Hospital and has 10 floors.

He said the project includes several works including the
design, construction, furniture, medical equipment and
operative maintenance, adding that the contract includes
deep-rooted maintenance of the old operations building
that will be turned into four operation theatres near the
main operation theaters made up of six rooms, in addition
two emergency operation rooms, bringing the number of
rooms to 12 theatres.

He said the new hospital will reduce the current waiting
period to carry out operations for most patients, adding that
the building will add 240 beds, an increase of 80 percent. He
said that the old Razi hospital’s capacity is 300 beds, so the
total number of beds will be 540 in both hospitals. He said
the total cost of the new hospital is KD 31.045 million,
adding that it will include x-ray, physical therapy and admin-
istrative offices. —Al-Qabas

Bedoons not 

banned from 

Hajj: Ministry
KUWAIT: The Awqaf and Islamic Affairs Ministry said it has
not banned bedoons from performing hajj this year, and
that the quota for bedoons remains as is and has not been
changed. It said that issuing passports for bedoons is the
concern of interior ministry and has nothing to do with the
awqaf ministry.

Acting Awqaf Ministry Undersecretary and Assistant
Undersecretary for Foreign Relations and Hajj Khalaf Al-
Othaina said the awqaf ministry gave hajj convoys quotas
for bedoons and they have not been changed, and denied
a suspension on bedoons traveling. He said issuing pass-
ports for those who do not have a valid passport is the
concern of the interior ministry. Othaina said the ministry
distributed percentages of Kuwaiti and bedoons to the
licensed convoys, who have the right to register Kuwaiti
and non-Kuwaiti pilgrims. He said that the number of
licensed Kuwaiti hajj convoys this year is 46, and the num-
ber of pilgrims for each campaign is 85. —Al-Rai

Telecom, internet

prices reconsidered

KUWAIT: As a first step towards privatization, the cabinet
recently authorized the Telecom and IT Authority to
reconsider the categories of telecom and internet prices
after reviewing the local market in a way that would not
violate competition laws as per Article 11 of the Law on
founding the Telecom and IT Authority issued in 2014.
According to Article 74 of the law, those who illegally use
public or private telecom networks, illegally connect their
networks to another, unlawfully impede services provid-
ed by other networks or jeopardize national interests
would be punished by a maximum of two years imprison-
ment or a KD 500-20,000 fine or both. —Al-Anbaa

Commercial agreements

with Iran activated 

KUWAIT: Well-informed governmental sources said
that the commercial agreements Iran signed with
Kuwait during His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad’s visit in the end of last year would be
activated. The sources explained that the agree-
ments mainly focused on air transport, customs
cooperation, touristic cooperation and environmen-
tal issues. Moreover, the sources highlighted that
those agreements would boost bilateral trade,
especially after signing the nuclear agreement and
it would also help increase the current $55 million-
worth commercial exchanges between both coun-
tries to over a billion dollars during the first year —
a figure that is expected to  multiply during the fol-
lowing years. The sources added that the measures
to be taken to put these agreements into practice
would be agreed upon during the Iranian delega-
tion’s current official visit. —Al-Anbaa

No Islamist group 

involved in curricula

amendments: Minister

KUWAIT: Education Minister Bader Al-Essa said that
there is no indication of any certain Islamist organiza-
tion or group involved in amending the Islamic educa-
tion curriculum, adding that the formed committee
will revise all curricula and not only Islamic education.

Essa said committees will check calls for extremism,
if they exist, and strengthen the new textbooks with
Islamic values that call for shedding hatred and tolerat-
ing others, as well as spreading the culture of belong-
ing and forgiving among students in all educational
stages. He said the education ministry’s educational
and teaching roles compel it to habilitate the students
in such a way through various activities as mentioned
in its development plans projects.

Meanwhile, Essa said the joint cooperation agree-
ment with Sabah Al-Ahmad Center for Giftedness and
Creativity to designate the site of Khalid Al-Furaj
kindergarten to build a specialized school for gifted
students has been cancelled. —Al-Rai


